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Proposition 9 sought to split California into three separate states.Proposition 9 sought to split California into three separate states.

Did you notice on your ballot Tuesday, Nov. 6, how the statewide measure skipDid you notice on your ballot Tuesday, Nov. 6, how the statewide measure skip

from Proposition 8 to Proposition 11?from Proposition 8 to Proposition 11?

Whatever happened to Proposition 9?Whatever happened to Proposition 9?
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Election 2018: What happened toElection 2018: What happened to
Proposition 9 in California?Proposition 9 in California?
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The measure, which sought to divvy up California into three separate states, wasThe measure, which sought to divvy up California into three separate states, was

removed from the ballot after an environmental group called the Planning andremoved from the ballot after an environmental group called the Planning and

Conservation League challenged it in the California Supreme Court.Conservation League challenged it in the California Supreme Court.

The court ordered Proposition 9 removed from the ballot because the act ofThe court ordered Proposition 9 removed from the ballot because the act of

splitting California into three separate states isn’t something that can besplitting California into three separate states isn’t something that can be

accomplished by initiative alone and would require many steps at the state andaccomplished by initiative alone and would require many steps at the state and

federal level to be successful.federal level to be successful.

Meanwhile, if you want to find out what happened to the 11 CaliforniaMeanwhile, if you want to find out what happened to the 11 California

propositions that did make it to the ballot, propositions that did make it to the ballot, start right herestart right here..
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Sign up for the Localist and stay informedSign up for the Localist and stay informed
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Mother secretly visits her daughter atMother secretly visits her daughter at
college and takes a selfie in her roomcollege and takes a selfie in her room

when it was empty. That's when...when it was empty. That's when...
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